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Test stand measurement technology  
 
Fast all round testing of centrifugal fans  
 
The fan manufacturer Ventilatorenfabrik Oelde GmbH (Venti Oelde) has built a 
new performance testing facility for single and double inlet centrifugal fans – and 
upgraded their measurement systems. The older lab-based and costly 
measurement procedures are to belong to the past.  
 
The fan manufacturer can use the new test facility to construct measurement sections with 
nominal sizes of up to 2 000 mm for both inlet and outlets. Rotation speeds can also be 
adjusted during testing. Fans then undergo testing under actual conditions of usage and to 
the specific requirements of the customer. The dimensions and design of the measurement 
section comply to the DIN ISO 5801 standard, with measurement and evaluation taking 
place according to DIN ISO 5802. To acquire its performance data, the fan manufacturer 
has been relying on measurement technology from Delphin since 1992. Two generations of 
systems are currently being used in parallel. Since the 1990s the technical centre has been 
using devices from the TopMessage range and the Basic software package. The new facility 
for large-scale centrifugal fans uses the ProfiMessage successor model and ProfiSignal 
software. ProfiSignal has downward compatibility so that the older system can also be 
upgraded to the new software. Firmware updates, which users can self-install, ensure the 
devices are always up to date. At the current stage of its development, the measurement 
system acquires all aerodynamic and mechanical measurement data such as temperature, 
pressure, humidity, rotation speed and vibrations. For the power supply, the fan 
manufacturer installed its own 800 kVA transformer unit with an capacity extendible to 
1600 kVA. The unit transforms high voltage to the 400V required for operation with 
frequency converters. The facility has been designed to operate with up to 1200 kW of 
power at the frequency converters. The converter is attached to the measurement system 
via Modbus TCP to deliver the measurement data directly to a control centre, the main PC, 
where all the latest setpoint and actual values are clearly displayed. 
  
Test times reduced from two days to two hours  
 
All relevant about actual motor data is displayed as a visualisation on the main PC. This 
data includes power output and torque as well as bearing vibrations and temperatures. 
Calibrated measurement transducers convert sensor signals from the motors into 4-20-mA 
standard signals and sends these to the measuring devices. The measuring devices act as 
process interfaces and convert analog input into digital signals that can be processed by a 
PC. The former time-consuming manual acquisition of measurement data means testing 
can now be reduced from 1–2 days to 1–2 hours. Extra reference measurements, e.g. 
using a Prandtl tube, can also be performed. Users do not need to perform any scaling 
conversions as these are carried out directly within the measurement hardware. 
Visualisation does not just show the scaled measurement data. It can also be used to start 
the motor in both left and right directions. The measurement device's digital outputs are 
used here which switch a corresponding relay matrix in the measurement control system. 
Motor rotation is controlled by the frequency converters. In the current phase of 
expansion, an additional piece of software controls the converters. In the next phase, the 
converter setpoint/actual data will be exchanged directly with the measurement device via 
Modbus TCP and included in the visualisation.  
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Clear portrayal of online data  
 
The data acquired by the measurement device is portrayed in a user-generated ProfiSignal 
Klicks application. The portrayal takes place in a 3-sectioned visualisation: an overview for 
entering customer and fan data; the fan measurement section; and technical specifications 
of the drive motor. The first section with customer data provides information while testing 
is taking place. Fan types are differentiated so that measurement data can be used for 
subsequent processing in Excel. Alongside the motor data, half of the monitor display is 
taken up with the fan's set-up. Users can see air temperatures for inlets/outlets and 
differential pressures. It is also possible to control testing from here. Also displayed are 
setpoint/actual values for the throttling system in the inlet chamber. The user can correct 
data in the measuring unit using the +/- keys and make settings during testing without 
endangering anything. The tester uses the visualisation to run through the various 
procedures and then waits for a state of equilibrium. Once a equilibrium is achieved, all 
relevant data is transmitted via a keystroke to a measurement table. The table can be 
displayed during measurement and exported as an ASCII file for further processing in 
Excel. For standard test runs, a database connection is established to an SQL server using 
ProfiSignal's integrated ODBC interface (Open Database Connectivity). Data is output 
cyclically for further processing to the database. Data is therefore not just acquired for the 
manually selected procedures but also for the entire test procedure. Actual evaluation then 
takes place in Excel with a range of calculations being performed. In addition to the 
calculations, characteristic curves for the fans and performance restrictions are also 
portrayed so that comparisons can be made during testing between expected and actual 
values.  
 
External software services unnecessary  
 
Test facilities often undergo change – especially for specialized projects – so that even 
expensive systems need to be regularly upgraded. The external services then required 
involve time and costs. ProfiSignal Klicks intuitive software and the easy configuration of 
the measurement technology means Venti Oelde personnel are able to develop the system 
entirely by themselves. Delphin's cost-free hotline was available for queries with fast 
support for creating software. The visualisation user-interface for the ProfiSignal Windows 
software is simple to configure. Users place objects for graphics, displays and operating 
elements directly into the visualisation. The ProfiMessage channels, or those from the older 
TopMessage devices, are then linked to the portrayal. Measurement data can even be 
displayed while developing the system. The simplifies generating this kind of system. For 
example, the colour of a digital display can be changed to indicate an alarm by setting 
limits in the object. In addition to the visualisation objects, the software also enables use 
of the Klicks script language. Users can program events – e.g. a mouse-click or specific 
procedures – by clicking menu lists and instructions. By inserting SQL queries into a 
visualisation's SQL objects, the script language can be used to transmit cyclically recorded 
measurement data from a test stand to a database. For the complex programming 
problems, e.g. interfaces to other systems such as SQL databases, the fan manufacturer 
arranged a one-day training session from Delphin. Requirements could then be discussed 
and rectified directly at the test facility. The measurement system's hardware is modular in 
design and therefore adaptable for future change. Extra input/output channels can be 
added by the user at any time. The master/slave system being used at Venti Oelde can be 
extended by attaching extra slave devices via a dual-wire CAN bus connection. A further 
feature is that the devices can operate independently and do not require PC support. 
Testing will therefore not fail if the PC should fail during a performance test. This is 
because the measurement devices retain their configuration and continue to function as 
normal. Compatibility is also assured for the software. The DataService runs as a 
background service and functions with all current and older devices from the TopMessage 
range. This will also be the case for future device generations.  
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Venti Oelde  
 
Since 1930, Venti Oelde has been supplying durable, low noise and maintenance friendly 
industrial fans for the extraction of air, gas and steam with and without solid content. 
Volume flows range from under 5000 m³/h to over 3000000 m³/h. Overall pressure 
differences range between 500 and 65000 Pa. The 280 strong team develops, plans and 
manufactures systems tailored to customer requirements. Depending on the specification, 
centrifugal fans may have single or dual inlets with a multilevel design. Operating 
temperatures can exceed 500 °C. The impellers can be overhung or double sided. The 
manufactured centrifugal fans are clutch or belt driven via external motors.  
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